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Agenda 

1. Background 

2. Proposed Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016 (S. 1890 / 

H.R. 3326) pending in U.S. Congress 

3. European Commission’s Directive for protection of 

trade secrets pending review by European Parliament 

4. Practical Tips 
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Background 
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Estimates of trade secret theft range 

from: 

1-3% 
 

 of the Gross Domestic Product of 

the United States and other 

advanced industrial economies 
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Protection of Trade Secrets in US: Current 

State of the Law 

• No federal civil cause of action available to private litigants for 

trade secrets misappropriation 

• Unless diversity jurisdiction, or some other hook, no basis for 

federal court jurisdiction in civil actions 

• Inconsistencies and differences from state to state 

• Repeated failed attempts at federal legislation 

Amendment to Currency Exchange Rate Oversight Reform Act 

of 2011 

Protecting Trade Secrets and Innovation Act of 2012 (“PATSIA”)  

Private Right of Action Against Theft of Trade Secrets Act of 

2013  

Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2014  

Trade Secrets Protection Act of 2014 
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Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2015  

• S. 1890 / H.R. 3326; pending in House 

Judiciary Committee and pending Senate 

floor vote 

• Proposed amendment to Economic 

Espionage Act 

• Would create civil cause of action for 

“misappropriation of a trade secrets that 

is related to a product or service use in, 

or intended for use in, interstate or 

foreign commerce” 

• Would create new statutory definitions of 

“misappropriate” and “improper” and use 

existing statutory definition of “trade 

secrets”  in Economic Espionage Act 
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Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2015 — 

Definitions 

The term “misappropriation” means— 

(A) acquisition of a trade secret of another by a person who knows or has reason to know that 

the trade secret was acquired by improper means; or 

(B) disclosure or use of a trade secret of another without express or implied consent by a person 

who— 

(i) used improper means to acquire knowledge of the trade secret; 

(ii) at the time of disclosure or use, knew or had reason to know that the knowledge of the trade 

secret was— 

(I) derived from or through a person who had used improper means to acquire the trade secret; 

(II) acquired under circumstances giving rise to a duty to maintain the secrecy of the trade 

secret or limit the use of the trade secret; or 

 (III) derived from or through a person who owed a duty to the person seeking relief to maintain 

the secrecy of the trade secret or limit the use of the trade secret; or 

 (iii) before a material change of the position of the person, knew or had reason to know that— 

 (I) the trade secret was a trade secret; and 

 (II) knowledge of the trade secret had been acquired by accident or mistake. 
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Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2015 — 

Definitions 

 The term “improper means”— 

 (A) includes theft, bribery, misrepresentation, breach or inducement of a breach of a 

duty to maintain secrecy, or espionage through electronic or other means; and 

 (B) does not include reverse engineering or independent derivation. 

 

The term “trade secret” means all forms and types of financial, business, scientific, 

technical, economic, or engineering information, including patterns, plans, 

compilations, program devices, formulas, designs, prototypes, methods, techniques, 

processes, procedures, programs, or codes, whether tangible or intangible, and 

whether or how stored, compiled, or memorialized physically, electronically, graphically, 

photographically, or in writing if— 

(A) the owner thereof has taken reasonable measures to keep such information secret; 

and 

(B) the information derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not 

being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable through proper means 

by, the public. 
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Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2015 

• 5 year statute of limitations in House bill (vs. 3 under UTSA 

and amended Senate bill) 

• Ex parte orders for preservation of evidence and seizure (using 

procedure in Trademark Act, not Rule 65) 

• Injunctive relief to prevent any actual or threatened trade 

secret violation 

• Damages for actual loss or unjust enrichment 

• Royalties for use of trade secrets in lieu of damages 

• Exemplary damages of up to three times damages (if trade 

secret is willfully and maliciously misappropriated 

• Attorneys’ fees to prevailing party (if bad faith or willful and 

malicious misappropriation) 
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Senate’s Amended Version of the DTSA 

• The section limiting injunctive relief has been amended 

such that court cannot grant such relief if it would 

prevent a person from entering into an employment 

relationship. Under the new language, a court could 

place conditions on that employment relationship only 

upon a showing through evidence of “threatened 

misappropriation and not merely on the information 

the person knows.”  

• The statute of limitations has decreased from five to 

three years. 
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Senate’s Amended Version of the DTSA 

• The Senate has added an immunity provision to protect individuals from 

criminal or civil liability for disclosing a trade secret if it is made in 

confidence to a government official, directly or indirectly, or to an attorney, 

and it is made for the purpose of reporting a violation of law.  

• The amended language places an affirmative duty on employers to provide 

employees notice of the new immunity provision in “any contract or 

agreement with an employee that governs the use of a trade secret or other 

confidential information.”  

• An employer will be in compliance with the notice requirement if the 

employer provides a “cross-reference” to a policy given to the relevant 

employees that lays out the reporting policy for suspected violations of law. 

Should an employer not comply with the above, the employer may not 

recover exemplary damages or attorney fees in an action against an 

employee to whom no notice was ever provided. Curiously the definition 

of employee is drafted broadly to include contractor and consultant 

work done by an individual for an employer. 
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Senate’s Amended Version of the DTSA 

• New language further restricting the ex parte seizure ordered now appears 

in the Senate’s DTSA. This language now prohibits copies to be made of the 

seized property, and requires that the ex parte order provide more specific 

instructions for law enforcement officers performing the seizure, such as 

when the seizure can take place and whether force may be used to access 

locked areas. 

• A new section was added “Trade Secret Theft Enforcement,” which increases 

the penalties for a violation of 18 U.S.C. §1832 from $5,000,000 to the 

greater of $5,000,000 or 3 times the value of the stolen trade secrets to the 

organization, including the costs of reproducing the trade secrets. It also 

adds a provision that allows trade secret owners to be heard in criminal 

court concerning the need to protect their trade secrets.  It also amends the 

RICO statute to add a violation of the Economic Espionage Act as a 

predicate act. 

• Exemplary damages have been lowered from three times to two times the 

amount of actual damages. 
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DTSA: What’s Next? 
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Protection of Trade Secrets in the EU: 

Current State of the Law 
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Perceived weaknesses in trade secrets 

protection in EU 

--“Survey on Trade Secrets and confidential 

business information in the Internal Market”  

(2013 Baker & McKenzie study 

for European Commission) 

• No uniform definition of “trade secret” among member 

states 

• Actions and remedies available for trade secrets theft vary 

from state to state 

• Inadequate measures available to protect trade secrets from 

disclosure in litigation to enforce trade secrets rights 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAgQjRw&url=http://www.lithuaniatribune.com/25639/the-needless-controversy-of-nobel-peace-prize-201225639/10530873-european-union-logo/&ei=A2PBVPPpKZO3yAS3sYCoBw&psig=AFQjCNGiw_InCs0LArMAFNvvi4vYlyKsHw&ust=1422046339992624
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Proposed EU Trade Secrets Directive 
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Nov. 11, 2013: 

Directive 

proposed by 

European 

Commission 

May 26, 2014: 

Council of the 

European Union 

agreed on 

general approach 

Mar. 30, 2015:  

Committee on 

the Internal 

Market and 

Consumer 

Protection issued 

report with 

comments and 

proposed 

amendments 

Apr. 20, 2015: 

Committee on 

Industry, 

Research, and 

Energy issued 

report with 

comments and 

proposed 

amendments 

June 22, 2015: 

Committee on 

Legal Affairs 

issued report 

with draft 

European 

Parliament 

Legislative 

Resolution 

December 15, 

2015:  

Provisional 

agreement on 

Directive reached 

between 

European Council 

and European 

Parliament 

representatives 

April 2016: 

First Reading in 

European 

Parliament? 
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Proposed EU Trade Secrets Directive:  

Key Features 

• Common definition of “trade secrets” and uniform rules about 

acquisition, use, and disclosure of trade secrets 

Trade secrets defined as “information which meets all the 

following requirements” (1) “is secret in the sense that it is not, as 

a body or in the precise configuration and assembly of its 

components, generally known among or readily accessible to 

persons within the circles that normally deal with the kind of 

information in question”; (2) “has commercial value because it is a 

secret”; and (3) “has been subject to reasonable steps under the 

circumstances, by the person lawfully in control of the 

information, to keep it secret.” 
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Proposed EU Trade Secrets Directive: Key 

Features 

 “The acquisition of a trade secret without the consent of the trade secret 

holder shall be considered unlawful whenever carried out in the following 

cases . . .  unauthorised access to or copy of any documents, objects, 

materials, substances or electronic files, lawfully under the control of the 

trade secret holder, containing the trade secret or from which the trade 

secret can be deduced; and  . . .  any other conduct which, under the 

circumstances, is considered contrary to honest commercial practices.” 

 “The use or disclosure of a trade secret shall be considered unlawful 

whenever carried out, without the consent of the trade secret holder, by a 

person who is found to meet any of the following conditions: (a) has 

acquired the trade secret unlawfully; (b)be in breach of a legally valid 

confidentiality agreement or any other duty to maintain secrecy of the 

trade secret; (c) be in breach of a legally valid contractual or any other duty 

to limit the use of the trade secret.” 
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Proposed EU Trade Secrets Directive: Key 

Features 

 The acquisition, use or disclosure of a trade secret shall also be considered 

unlawful whenever a person, at the time of acquisition, use or disclosure, 

knew or should, under the circumstances, have known that the trade secret 

was obtained directly or indirectly from another person who was using or 

disclosing the trade secret unlawfully. . .” 

  The production, offering or placing on the market of infringing goods, or 

import, export or storage of infringing goods for those purposes, shall also 

be considered an unlawful use of a trade secret, in cases where the person 

engaging in such activity was, or depending on the circumstances, should 

have been, aware of the fact that unlawful use had been made of the trade 

secret . . .” 
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Proposed EU Trade Secrets Directive: Key 

Features 

• Requires Member States to establish statute of limitations for 

bringing trade secrets misappropriation claims (not to exceed 6 

years in compromise text) 

• Uniform remedies for civil law redress for trade secrets 

misappropriation across Member States (including injunctive 

relief, damages, and corrective measures to remove infringing 

goods from market) 

• Rules on preservation of trade secrets during litigation 
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Proposed EU Trade Secrets Directive 
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Original Text Proposed  

by European Commission 

Compromise Text in European 

Council / EU Parliament Agreement 

“The measures referred to . . .  shall at 

least include the possibility: (a) to restrict 

access to any document containing trade 

secrets submitted by the parties or third 

parties, in whole or in part; (b) to restrict 

access to hearings, when trade secrets 

may be disclosed, and their 

corresponding records or transcript.   In 

exceptional circumstances, and subject 

to appropriate justification, the 

competent judicial authorities may 

restrict the parties’ access to those 

hearings and order them to be carried 

out only in the presence of the legal 

representatives of the parties and 

authorised experts . . .” 
 

“The measures referred to in the first 

subparagraph shall at least include the 

possibility: (a) to restrict access to any 

document containing trade secrets or 

alleged trade secrets submitted by the 

parties or third parties, in whole or in part, 

to a limited number of persons; [and] (b) to 

restrict access to hearings, when trade 

secrets or alleged trade secrets may be 

disclosed, and their corresponding records 

or transcript to a limited number of persons.  

. . . The number of persons referred to in 

points (a) and (b) of shall include, at least, 

one natural person from each party and the 

respective lawyers or other representatives 

of those parties to the proceedings.” 
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EU Directive: What’s Next? 

• Pending first reading in European 

Parliament. 

• If enacted, 24 month deadline for 

Member States to ensure that 

national law confirms to the 

Directive. 

• Open question as to whether 

common law jurisdictions will have 

to enact statutes to implement 

Directive’s provisions. 
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Practical Tips 

• Review and update template restrictive covenant agreements: 

 Are restrictive covenants appropriately targeted to the level of employees subject 

to the covenants? 

 Any consideration issues in jurisdictions where you have employees? 

 Do the agreements contain choice of law / forum selection clauses? 

• Review and revise onboarding processes: 

 Are agreements provided to employees before hiring?  (OR and NH statutes 

require employers to receive restrictive covenant agreement before hiring) 

 Are agreements signed on first day of employment and not before? 

 Require acknowledgement that employee will not use prior employers’ trade 

secrets and confidential/proprietary information and has returned all company 

property? 

 Do employees receive/acknowledge policies on social media and use of IT 

resources?  If so, are policies consistent with NLRB rulings? 
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Practical Tips 

• Review policies on use of IT resources: 

 BYOD policy or require employees to use 

company-issued devices? 

 If BYOD policy: 

• Specify which devices are permitted 

• Provide clear restrictions regarding use/transfer 
of company data 

• Explain when company gets to access to device 
and data  

• Incorporate into exit interview process 

• Explain investigation, incident remote wiping 
procedures 

• Address personal data/privacy concerns 
consistent with applicable law 
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Practical Tips 

• Review security procedures for sensitive 

documents: 

 Is data encrypted? 

 Is sensitive information limited to 

employees with business need for access? 

Are hard copies of sensitive files locked in 

closets or drawers? 

Are documents password protected? 

Consider limiting ability to print or copy 

sensitive documents. 

Consider limiting ability of employees to 

access sensitive documents remotely. 
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Practical Tips 

• Review exit interview / termination processes: 

Question the departing employee about reason for leaving and what 

new position will be. 

 Check employee’s computer activities and work activities in advance of 

the meeting  

 Ensure return of Company property, hardware, and devices have been 

returned, including e-mail and cloud data, and social media accounts; 

consider using an inventory list 

 Ensure that arrangements are made to have all company data removed 

from any personal devices 

 Disable access to company computer networks 

Obtain user names and passwords for all company social media accounts 
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Practical Tips 

• Review exit interview / termination processes (cont’d): 

 Inform the employee of his continuing obligations under agreements 

with the Company 

 Consider letter to new employer and employee with reminder of 

continuing obligations 

 Consider having departing employee’s emails preserved and electronic 

devices forensically imaged as appropriate 

 Consider using an exit interview certification 

 Conduct post-termination investigation of employees’ activities as 

appropriate. 
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Thank you! 
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Stay current on trade secret issues by visiting 
www.tradesecretslaw.com  

http://www.tradesecretslaw.com/
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How you can reach us: 
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Daniel P. Hart | Partner 

Atlanta Office 

Direct: (404) 881-5433 

dhart@seyfarth.com 

 

Robert B. Milligan | Practice Co-Chair 

Los Angeles Office 

Direct: (310) 201-1579 

rmilligan@seyfarth.com 

Justin K. Beyer | Partner 

Chicago Office 

Direct: (312) 460-5957 

jbeyer@seyfarth.com 


